Person search aims to find the target person among a large gallery set of real scene images. Candidates should be detected and cropped before recognizing their identifications. The detection process results in a great variance of object image scales. To address this we propose Pyramidal Feature Fusion Network that integrates the top-down mid-level features to provide multi-level feature outputs. Furthermore, we propose to apply each of the mid-level features independently in ranking and we design a ranking algorithm named Scale Voting that votes among these ranking results from different feature levels to get the final ranking order. In this approach, we can make better use of the diversity and consistency information that is hidden in different mid-levels of features. The proposed algorithm achieves the state-of-the-art performance on prevalent person search datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person search, which is firstly defined by Xu et al. [1] , is attracting growingly more attentions for its importance in public security. The query and gallery images are complete images of real scenes such as streets corners or shopping centers rather than cropped bounding boxes of person. As shown in FIGURE 1, given a located target on the query image (yellow box), we need to not only locate but also identify the person with the same identity throughout the gallery scene images (matched object is marked with green box and other detection results are marked in red). However, in traditional person re-identification (person ReID) methods [2] - [7] , which are supposed to find a certain query person in a set of gallery in the form of beforehand cropped bounding box images. From this aspect, person search makes a further attempt of applying person re-identification into more general and more realistic scenarios. In many other computer vision tasks, similarity based approaches like identifying person objects are commonly used. For example, in shot boundary detection [8] , [9] (SBD), some methods evaluate the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jinjia Zhou . similarity distances between two selected consecutive video frames to detect the shot transitions [10] - [12] .
Most recent person search algorithms [13] - [17] share the similar detection-identification streamline, as shown in FIGURE 2. The training and testing scene images are firstly fed into a detector to generate a series of detected bounding boxes that may include person targets. Then they are used to train an identification network to generate feature vectors that represent the input. The following procedure is ranking the gallery images according to their feature-wise similarity with the query, which is the same as the traditional person re-identification methods. In this manner, person search task can be divided into the detection stage and the identification stage.
Nevertheless, person search is not a simple combination of pedestrian detection and person ReID. Apart from the general challenges of person ReID, e.g. pose variance, illumination changes, occlusions and misalignments, person search introduces more challenges. One of the most significant challenge is that the scale of detected person images is much more variant than person images is person ReID. In real scenes, the query person and the person in the gallery may be of great scale variance. For example, a certain identity is big and clear in one image but may probably become much smaller and more blurry in some other scenes. Xu et al. [15] specifically mentions the scale variance problem as the main difference of person search compared to person re-identification. In order to intuitively illustrate such difference between person ReID and person search, the image scale distribution of main stream person ReID dataset and detected person images of person search dataset are calculated and shown in FIGURE 3. The scale distribution of images in person ReID dataset CUHK03 [18] distributes closer with each other than the images from person search dataset CUHK-SYSU [16] . Since some other person ReID datasets [19] , [20] releases the evenly resized images for the convenience of training and testing, there is no scale diversity contained in these datasets. In real world scenarios, the scale variation of objects is common and unpredictable. Person search task puts forward a higher requirement on the robustness of identification and detection methods. Based on the discussions above, in this paper, we develop a novel algorithm that tackles the scale variance challenge in person search.
As widely discussed in many computer vision works, shallower layer in the CNN contains richer information of small objects which tend to be merged in the high level feature maps in deeper layers. However, low-level features from shallower layers may fail to be enough representative for recognition or classification. In some classical works for semantic segmentation [21] - [23] and object detection [24] , [25] , they choose to apply feature fusion based structures across mid-level layers of a CNN by adding upsampled high level feature maps together with low-level feature maps. Through this top-down integration process, in lowlevel features, information that is ignored by high level layers can be gathered while keeping the global high-level information on the meanwhile. Similarly, we apply this multilevel feature fusion idea in the person identification structure for person search and propose Pyramidal Feature Fusion Network (PFFN) which generates top-down integrated feature maps to include more detailed low-level information and global high-level information.
Since the size of input images is unpredictable, it is hard and unavailable to decide which level of output feature is suitable. For blurry images with small scale, global features from the deepest layer may be enough discriminative, but for large images with rich details, features from any mid-layer may probably be of great effectiveness. Therefore, we propose to apply every mid-level features independently into the test process, and integrating the multi-level testing result via a voting strategy. We propose scale voting, a ranking algorithm that provide a better ranking result among ranking orders generated from different feature levels.
However, voting method can not substantially enhance the ranking performance while given a series of littery midlevel ranking orders. Therefore, we propose to apply a series of independent triplet losses to supervise each of mid-level outputs of the network which ensures that every mid-level feature from PFFN is able to have similar recognition ability in recognizing person identities. Such training strategy is named as multi-triplet-loss training.
Experimental results illustrate that, all of the proposed strategies contribute to the entire system to different extents. The main contributions of this paper can de summarized in the following aspects:
1. We propose Pyramidal Feature Fusion Network (PFFN) that aims to fuse multi-level CNN feature maps in the topdown manner. And each of the mid-level feature is independently applied into the procedure of ranking the galleries.
2. Given the multi-level output features generated from the PFFN, we propose scale voting to integrate the ranking results of every mid-level features and provide a better ranking order.
3. We propose to train the PFFN with multiple triplet losses to ensure consistent representations across the mid-layers.
4. The proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art performance on prevalent person search datasets compared with other counterparts.
II. RELATED WORK
Person search methods can be separated into two main categories. First, some methods take a complete scene image as input and outputs the selected region and the corresponding similarity with the query at the same time. Xiao et al. [16] , Chang et al. [26] and Liu et al. [27] have made attempts to realise this goal. For the dependency of detection and identification in these structures, matching problems are much more complex and difficult, which limits these methods to achieve remarkable performances. Secondly, some methods intuitively apply an object detector such as Faster RCNN [28] to locate candidate persons within all the gallery images and then feed the detection results into an identification network to find the target person. Lan et al. [15] proposes to use concatenated multi-level features from a deep neural network to enhance the representability of features. Chen et al. [13] investigates a segmentation assisted network to screen out background that included in the person image to emphasis the region of targets. The overall performance of these methods tells that the second setting of person search algorithm is straightforward and effective, so in this paper our design is based on this setting.
Ranking methods are widely explored in many computer vision tasks. Ranking methods for person re-identification are usually the strategies that further develop the information within the output features to improve the ranking results without making any changes to the feature generator itself. In Re-rank [29] , a good matching pair of image is defined if they can find each other in both of their top k ranking results.
In object detection or segmentation, scale variance of objects is also an important difficulty and challenge. Intuitive approach to this is to train and test the model with multiscale input of images and concatenate the results [30] - [32] . Network architectures with top-down feature fusion mechanism [23] - [25] provide another idea of enhancing the featurelevel usage on input information, which acquires outstanding performances. Training and testing the model with multiple input scales is incompatible with big training batch and is time inefficient, therefore a network with pyramidal output features might be more suitable for the person search task.
Motivated by the design of top-down feature fusion for multi-scale image feature processing in object detection and the algorithm-independent property of ranking method in person ReID, we respectively develop the PFFN network architecture to generate top-down fused multi-level features and the scale voting method that plays the role of re-rank when multiple output rankings are given. The detailed design of our algorithm is discussed in the following section.
III. ALGORITHM
Following the pipeline of state-of-the-art persons search methods, shown in FIGURE 2, the training and testing scene images are firstly fed into a detector to generate a series of detected bounding boxes that may include person targets. Then the detected target images are resized into a fixed size which is set to be 256 × 128. If the overlap between the detected target person and the ground truth bounding box is greater than a threshold th, we label this detected person object with the corresponding ground truth person ID. If the overlap of more than one detection result and a single ground truth (GT) bounding box is greater than th, only the highest detection result will be reserved. th is set to be 0.5 as in most of the published person search methods. While in the testing phase, query person and his/her location in the query scene image is given and all the detection results in the gallery scene images are included in the gallery set. A table of illustrations of the main abbreviations and notations in this section is given in TABLE 1.
A. PYRAMIDAL FEATURE FUSION NETWORK
The resized person images are subsequently sent into the Pyramidal Feature Fusion Network. The overall scheme of the network is shown in FIGURE 4 . The mid-level features of the backbone model are fused in a series of top-down layers. Similar to the design of FPN [24] , the feature maps of the deeper layers are upsampled and resized to fit the size of the shallower features maps. Different from the FPN for object detection, we concern more about the channel-wise feature representations rather than the spatial information within the feature map. We select to retain the original channel dimension of the feature maps from each level rather than regularizing them to have the same dimension of channels. Then the output feature maps with different channel dimensions are compressed into multi-level feature vectors which are further used to generate multi-level ranking results by global pooling and fully connected layers.
We use the ResNet101 [33] model as the backbone model of the proposed network. The mid-level features of the backbone are noted as C i and i = 1, 2, . . . , 5 i.e., the five different scales of feature map within ResNet. For the C 1 layer is much too shallow and not representative enough, we excluded C 1 and add one more level of output C 6 by a maxpooling layer at the end of the backbone ResNet model, like [24] , to generate 5 level of mid-outputs C 2 ∼ C 6 . Feature maps of such different scales are fed into an upsampling layer to make sure the feature map C i has the same spatial size as C i−1 . Then the scaled feature map are shrunk or expanded in the channel dimension by a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to keep unanimous with C i−1 . Now feature maps from two adjacent levels are of the same size at every dimension. So we can combine these two feature maps with simple element-wise addition. The combined feature maps are noted by P j and j = 1, 2, . . . , 5. Through this top-down passway, more detailed information that contained in low level feature maps are fused with the global information from the topper layer. Given such multilevel feature maps, we compress them into multi-level feature vectors with coincident length L by a global average pooling layer and a fully connected layer (noted by the GAP+FC block in FIGURE 4.). Detailed information of the blocks are given in the figure, where the input and output channel dimensions of the convolutional blocks and the input and output dimensions of the FC layers are given in the following brackets, i.e., [in − out].
B. VARIANT SCALE VOTING WITH MULTI-LEVEL FEATURES
As we have mentioned before, for tasks with dramatic diversity of input scales, a proper single level of feature output would be difficult to choose. In the testing phase, we propose to independently apply the features from different levels to rank the gallery images then integrate the ranking results properly by a cross level multi-scale-voting strategy. Voting to keep a more generalized ranking location for each gallery image. The pipeline of this process is illustrated in FIGURE 5 .
In common person search and person ReID methods, given an image of query person, all the N gallery images are sorted by their feature-level distances with the query and outputs a ranking result. In the proposed method, D(D = 5) levels of feature vectors are provided by the P1 ∼ PD layers of the feature network, so for query image we have QF = {qf i |i = 1, 2, . . . , D} and for gallery images GF i = {gf i,n |n = 1, 2, . . . , N } and i = 1, 2, . . . , D, where gf i,n is the level-i's feature vector for gallery image n. Then, we can create D levels of ranking results with the corresponding level of features of query image and gallery images. For example, we sort the N gallery images with their gf 1,n features according to their distance with qf 1 and output the level-1 ranking order. For ranking result of level-i, the sorted images are noted as GF i . Then we propose variant scale voting that votes among these D ranking results: the eventual location of a certain gallery image in the final ranking order is determined when it is found in over half of the D ranking results. In this setting, gallery features of different levels vote to generate a final order, which helps to eliminate the accidental mistakes in ranking results from minor unsuitable levels while keeping the general order that exists in the majority levels. The algorithmic steps of the variant scale voting are given in Algorithm 1 in detail.
In order to better illustrate the steps of the algorithm we give a simplified example. Assume that we have 8 gallery images (N = 8) and 1 query image, the PFFN generate 3 level of features (D = 3) for each of them, as shown in TABLE 2.
Then each level of gallery features are sorted by their distance (Euclidian distance) with the query feature at the corresponding level. Then we apply variant scale voting among these three level ranking results shown in TABLE 3. For gallery image 2 (n = 2), colored in red, idx 2 is the location where over half of the galleries have found it. Therefore, in this example, idx 2 equals to the location where first 2 galleries have found this image in their ranking list. Thus idx 2 = 1 and similarly idx 4 = 5 (colored in blue), idx 6 = 6(colored in green).
Conflict occurs when more than one gallery images share the same position index idx, as shown in TABLE 4. Gallery image 2 and 5 are firstly found in the same position 2 by idx n = the median value of L n (Gallery image n is found by over half of the scales at idx n ) 7: Labeling the gallery image n with its position index idx n 8: end for 9: Sorting the gallery images by their idx n and obtaining the final ranking order O 10: return O over half of the level of galleries, i.e., idx2 = idx5 = 2. If such conflict happens we decide their relative order by their averaged distance with the query features across the levels. Such conflict rarely appears during our experiments.
In the proposed PFFN network, the output feature level D = 5 and the gallery size N differs in different datasets. With the proposed variant scale voting algorithm we achieve the goal of integrating the ranking results and keeping the predominant order within the multi-level galleries.
C. FEATURE CONSENSUS TRAINING WITH MULTI-TRIPLET-LOSSES
Generally in person search and person ReID methods, person images are sampled to form a anchor-positive-negative (three samples) triplets. Two samples that share the same person ID are selected as the anchor and the positive sample respectively, while the negative sample is a person image with a different identity from the other two. The training batches are made up of such triplets. In [34] , it is pointed out that use the hardest negative sample in the training batch as the negative sample will better benefit the model learning. Hence, we apply the triplet-loss with hard example mining [34] for our identification model training. Following is the standard triplet loss that we use: (1) where M is the triplet-level batch size and f m anc , f m pos , f m neg respectively stand for the feature vectors of the anchor, positive sample and negative sample in triplet m. And d(·) means the Euclidian distance. The goal of the loss is to enlarge the distance between the samples with different identities, i.e., the anchor and the negative sample, and narrow the distance between the samples of the same identity, i.e., the anchor and the positive sample. When hard negative mining [34] is applied, the negative sample of a triplet is selected to be the image sample that has the greatest distance with the anchor within the triplet batch. In common practice, the triplet loss is used to supervise a single final output of the identification network. However in the proposed method, we choose to let every mid-level feature rank independently. Only applying the supervision on a single output may result in an uncontrollable divergence of the middle features in PFFN, which will be discussed in SECTION IV. In order to address the problem and providing adaptive multi-level features for the following scale voting algorithm, every mid-level features should have a similar discriminative ability in recognizing person objects. We propose to train every mid-level output features with an independent triplet losses while training, as shown in FIGURE 5. Through this way, every middle layer learns to generate features with similar identification capacities, while laying different emphasis on the details and contexts in corresponding feature maps.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
Experiments of the proposed method are done at CUHK-SYSU [16] dataset and PRW [35] dataset. For the detection stage we apply a Faster RCNN that is fine-tuned on the person search dataset to detect candidate person bounding boxes to build training and testing data for the following identity network.
1) CUHK-SYSU
The dataset includes 18,184 scene images with 8,432 person identities that captured from variant sources such as movies, TV shows, streetsnaps and surveillance videos. For testing set, 6,978 scene images are separated into 2,900 gallery groups at different gallery sizes.
2) PRW
This is a dataset with images captured at several fixed camera view points in campus scenes. The training set includes 5,134 scene images and testing set includes 6,112 scene images. Both sets are annotated with 34,304 bounding boxes with 932 person IDs.
The evaluation metrics of person search are top1 matching ratio (Top1) and mean average precision (mAP) which are widely used in most person search approaches [13] , [15] - [17] , [27] . While calculating the top1 matching ratios, best matching object should overlap the ground truth with an intersection-over-union (IoU) greater than 0.5.
The detector we used in our method is the standard Faster RCNN [28] with VGG backbone which is the same as in most recent person search methods. The Faster RCNN is only pretrained on the target person search dataset with all the labeled person bounding boxes and a ImageNet pretrained backbone. The detector is fixed during the training and testing of the identification network. We set the detection confidence threshold to be 0.7 and detect person objects which has a higher confidence than the threshold. In consideration of quantity of experimental labor and the convenience of making comparison, all of the ablation studies is done at CUHKSYSU data set with its G100 version (gallery set of 100 scene images).
B. ABLATION STUDY
In this paper, we propose a novel network architecture with top-down fusion on feature map level. Then we propose variant scale voting to integrate the results of these mid-level features. We train the entire algorithm with D independent triplet-losses to ensure the feature consistency. The ablation study is performed on the effectiveness of each of these designs.
1) ABLATION STUDY ON THE PROPOSED STAGES
We first analyse the effect of the proposed procedures in the above sections. As illustrated in TABLE 5. m1 is the raw backbone ResNet101 model performance which is selected to be our baseline. Secondly in m2, we add the top-down feature integration structures in to the backbone to build the PFFN, where we train the model with single mid-level output P3 and test it on the same single output. For m3, we add multi-triplet loss training on all of the middle layers while test the model with single output P3. Finally, in m4, we train the PFFN with multi-triplet losses and test it with the proposed multi-scale voting. Note that we choose P3 layer as the single output TABLE 5. Ablation study on the proposed stages(CUHK-SYSU G100 testing set). m1 -m4 are the method ID. layer for comparison since it achieves the best single-layer performances according to the following experiments (shown in TABLE 6). The top-down feature fusion structure can integrate more global and higher level features into the midlevel feature maps and mid-level features can make a complement in detailed information. This design enables the model to be more compatible with input images of variant scales. Thus the PFFN structure improves the baseline performances. Finally, the proposed scale-voting with multi-scale training strategy provides the highest improvement, which makes it reasonable to believe that ranking results from different midlevel features have the potential to generate a much better ranking result if they are properly integrated. This would be of greater help in person search task that multi-scale problem is serious.
2) COMPARISON ON SINGLE OUTPUT AND MULTI OUTPUT TRAINING AND TESTING
We further analysis the influence of output feature layer and the effectiveness of the voting strategy on multi-layer outputs. As shown in TABLE 6, we organize the training and testing under three conditions. Firstly the PFFN model is trained on a single output layer and tested on that layer (S-S). Secondly, we train all of the mid-layers of the model with multiple triplet losses while testing the output of a single layer (M-S). Lastly, the scale voting is applied instead during the testing phase after the multi-output training (M-M). The performances are given under the corresponding training conditions. Compared the results given in S-S and M-S, the multiloss training introduces more supervision directly onto the related output layers and guides the feature fusion on each level to be more consistent. Furthermore, in the M-M column, testing results by multi-scale-voting across all of the middle layers is higher than the performance of any single layer output. This proves that there are different redundancies exist in the ranking results from different mid-level outputs. However the voting process significantly reduces such redundancy and ensures the invariant parts to remain in the final output. Concluding the discussions in these two paragraph, the significant improvement of the proposed method is contributed by two main aspects. First is the direct supervision on every layers by multiple losses and the second is removal of the redundancies in the generated ranking orders by scale voting.
3) TRAINING WITHOUT MULTI-TRIPLET-LOSSES
As shown in TABLE 5 and TABLE 6 , the improvement by multi-scale training with multiple triplet losses is not distinctive enough for the overall performance. Nonetheless, multi-triplet-losses training plays an indispensable role in preventing the multi-level features from deterioration. We give an example of the deterioration phenomenon in TABLE 7 . We train the model with single output P1 and test the model with P1 and the other single output layer (P1 S-S) or test it with scale-voting (P1 S-M). An acceptable performance is achieved only when the supervised layer P1 is applied while testing (as shown in the P1 row of P1 S-S column). Testing with the other mid-layers or scale-voting among all the layers are unable to perform well under this condition. Such phenomenon is not difficult to understand since that if the model is supervised on a single output, it is hard for other parts of the network to maintain similar representative abilities. When the outputs from the mid-layers are quite different, the voting would also be more likely to fail, that is why we get zero performance in P1 S-M. Therefore, on the purpose of retaining a consistency among all the middle outputs to be representative in identifying person objects, the multi-loss training is applied. Each of the output layer is supervised by the training objective directly so that their output rankings could be relatively more similar, which is the prerequisite for the following voting process to make improvements. In this experiment we take P1 output as example and similar results can be obtained if another midoutput is selected.
4) ABLATION ON MIDDLE LAYERS
From the above experiments, we find that P1 layer performs much poorer than the other mid-layers. It is because P1 layer is too shallow and its feature map is too large in size for being compressed into a representative feature vector by global average pooling. However, we show in TABLE 8 that each of the mid-layer (including P1) is making contribution to the final performance. First five rows are performances with one mid-level output missing and in the last row is the complete version with every mid-level applied. As indicated in the table, any single removal of the five mid-outputs would lead to a drop of the overall performance, which proves that every mid-layer output is of effectiveness.
5) EXPERIMENT ON PROPOSED PFFN AND STANDARD FPN MODEL
As we have mentioned before the top-down feature fusion structure is motivated by FPN model [24] for object detection. However we believe that person identification process in person search task depends more on the representative feature vector from the final output rather than the entire feature map. Hence we propose PFFN which generates a multi-dimensional mid-level outputs which retain the original dimension of the fused feature maps. As shown in TABLE 9, we compare the method with different base model as FPN and PFFN. The PFFN outperforms FPN in all the training and testing conditions as in the table, which proves that keeping a larger number of output channel dimensions is of significance for generating a discriminative mid-level feature vectors and proves that the PFFN model is more compatible with the proposed multi-output training and multi-scale voting. 
6) EXPERIMENT ON DIFFERENT DISTANCE METRICS
In classical person ReID works, the distance metrics or metric learning methods are significant research fields. Similarly, we apply and compare some popular distance metrics in ReID to show their performances in person search task and to indicate that the proposed method is compatible with these different distance metrics. As shown in TABLE 10, Euclidian distance and Cosine distance [36] , [37] achieves the similar ranking accuracy through our algorithm, while metric learning method KISSEME [38] results in a drop in the overall performance. Probably due to the scale variance challenge of person search task, a consensus covariance matrix is more difficult to learn. Metric learning methods failed to make improvements. Furthermore, to ensure fair comparisons, we apply the Euclidian distance as most published person search methods while making comparisons in subsection C.
C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER PERSON SEARCH COUNTERPARTS
We give the experimental comparisons with state-of-theart person search counterparts and methods with detectoridentifier pair that has similar design to these person search methods. Experiments are done at prevalent person search datasets CUHKSYSU and PRW. As shown in TABLE 11 and  TABLE 12 , methods in form D+I +M represent that they are detector-identifier methods where D is the detector selected from the commonly used object detectors, I is the identifier which is selected from the classical person ReID methods, and M (if needed) is the distance metrics or metric learning approaches. The Faster RCNN [28] is written in the short form FrRCNN.
The performances of the proposed PFFN model with different training and testing conditions (S-S, M-S and M-M which are same concepts as in ablation studies) are given with the bold names in the tables. The proposed network, PFFN P3(S-S), has already achieved comparable results with many of the existing state-of-the-art methods on both datasets. In TABLE 11 we make comparisons on CUHKSYSU g100 dataset, when the proposed multi-scale training and testing is applied (M-M) the overall performance is distinctively improved by 6.9% in Top 1 accuracy and 5.4% in mAP. The best result exceeds the state-of-the-art by 3.3% and 0.4% in Top 1 and mAP respectively. For PRW dataset, as shown in TABLE 12, the performances of our methods remain ahead of the counterparts. The improvements of the multi-scale training and testing (M-M) is even much higher, up to 16.2% in Top1 and 11.5% in mAP, compared with the baseline (S-S). Since the number of gallery images of PRW dataset is much larger (40 times larger), the overall performances of all the methods on PRW dataset is relatively lower than that on CUHKSYSU dataset. And the greater number of gallery images, the more probable for scale variance problem to influence the ranking accuracy. That is why the proposed multi-scale approach makes more improvement on PRW dataset. The experiment results above prove that the FIGURE 6. Matching pairs of the proposed method on images with significant scale variances. On the left is the query person with yellow bounding box and on the right is the top 1 matched gallery scene image and the located object in blue bounding box.
proposed approaches have effectiveness in handling the scale variance challenge in person search. Our best result achieves 1.5% and 0.7% higher than the state-of-the-art in Top1 and mAP.
D. EXAMPLES FOR SCALE VARIANCE
In order to intuitively illustrate the performance of the proposed method on handling the scale-variance challenge in person search task, we typically select some of query and gallery pair with relative greater difference on object scales that are corrected matched by the proposed method as shown in FIGURE 6 . Such examples are easy to find throughout the dataset since a great amount of the images have a depth of scene field. In the typical cases given in the figure, the object size of the query (yellow box on the left) and the top 1 matched gallery (blue box on the right) are of great difference and our method is effective on identifying them.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a pyramidical model PFFN with top-down feature fusion scheme, for better integrating the representative features throughout all of the middle layers of the network. Then we propose to use every mid-level output of the network structure independently in searching for the query and reorder the output ranking by a multi-scale voting strategy. In order to ensure that the output features are consensus in person representative ability, we propose to train the outputs with independent multiple triplet losses. The ablation studies that look into each steps of the proposed methods suggest that our approach is robust and effective in tackling with the multi-scale problem in person search tasks. The overall performance of the proposed method achieves a new state-of-the-art record on the prevalent challenging person search benchmarks.
